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OCSI Collusion detection and resolution between systems 
Wu Xuyong  

Huawei 

Overview 
The solution within the draft1 ensures that OCSI is not reused within one neighborhood. But the neighborhood 
is sometime is changed by the environment. Let’s study on the following cases for the operating system, see the 
following figure: 

Case1: Two systems operating in the same channel with the same OCSI, the two system does not 
interference with each other before, e.g. because of some obstacle between them. When obstacle between 
disappear, one of the system begin to interfere with another. (figure after arrow1) 

Here we find the SS under interference can not receive the signaling information from the new interfere source, 
because its serving BS is occupying the same OCSI. But SS can still discover some new interference in the 
OCSI slot supposed to be silent within this OCSI. TBD: [configure message] [count for silent slot] [monitoring 
silent slot] 

SS can report to the serving BS. The BS will temporary cease signaling broadcasting in order to let SS receiving 
the information sent by the neighbor. (figure after arrow2) TBD: [error report message] [ceasing to SS notify 
message 0/1] [ceasing to NB notify IP message 0/1] 

When SS report the information it get or timer count down to zero, BS notify the ceasing phase ending, SS will 
then go the normal monitoring status. TBD: [ceasing timer] [modify RPT_RSP message] 

1) If the BS get the contact information from the SS’s report, it can than negotiate with the neighbor system to 
solve the interference. (figure after arrow3) 

2) Else if this SS keep receiving harmful interference within this OCSI but can not identify the information 
inside, the system should consider to reallocated its resource else where. 

3) Else, means the SS can not receive any harmful interference in this OCSI any more, after the timer expired, 
the system will go the normal operation and keep using the original resource. 

Case2: The rest of situation is the same as case 1, except that SSs in both systems have discovered new 
interference within its OCSI. 

Now, in order not prevent dead lock from everyone stop broadcasting within the period (figure after arrow2), 
we need to introduce a random back off method after the ceasing timer expired (figure after arrow2). Which 
means the BS will then randomly send a broadcasting message in a back off window (figure after arrow3). And 
try certain times with different window size, the systems follow the similar decision tree in case 1. TBD: [RB to 
SS notify message 0/1] [RB to NB notify IP message 0/1] [window timer[min step max]] [Maximum RB 
counter] 

1) If the BS get the contact information from the SS’s report, it can than negotiate with the neighbor system to 
solve the interference. (figure after arrow 4) 

2) Else if this SS keep receiving harmful interference within this OCSI but can not identify the information 
inside, the system should consider to reallocated its resource else where. 
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3) Else, means the SS can not receive any harmful interference in this OCSI any more, after the ceasing timer 
expired, the BS will run a random back off procedure. With the parameter min/max window size and the 
maximum backoff counter.  

a) Within each back off window, BS will send out one broadcasting message with random offset. In the mean 
while, SS keep monitoring the interference, once successful to receive the message from neighbor, the system 
can than negotiate with the neighbor system to solve the interference. The whole procedure will end up. 

b) When back off window expired, and maximum backoff counter does not reach, BS will start another backoff 
window with updated size. 

c) If the counter reaches, the system will go the normal operation and keep using the original resource. 
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Proposed Changes: 
BS2SS message 

[Configure message]  

Tbc. 

[Ceasing to SS notify message 0/1]  

Tbc. 

[RB to SS notify message 0/1] 

Tbc.  

 

SS2BS message 

[Error report message]  

Tbc. 

[Modified RPT_RSP message]  

Tbc. 

[RB to NB notify IP message 0/1] 

Tbc. 

 

BS2BS IP message 

[Ceasing to NB notify IP message 0/1] 

Tbc. 

 

Description  

[Count for silent slot]  

Tbc. 

[Monitoring silent slot] 

Tbc. 

 

Parameter 

[Interference Criteria]  
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Tbc. 

[Ceasing timer] 

Tbc. 

[Window timer [min step max]]  

Tbc. 

[Maximum RB counters] 

Tbc. 


